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Abstract

The change in the amount of positron production when Cd cap, installed as a neutron–photon converter, is replaced with Gd or
Sm caps was simulated by Monte Carlo calculations in the slow positron beamline at the Kyoto University Research Reactor,
especially focusing on the change in the amount of positron production induced by neutrons emitted from a reactor core. Based
on the simulation results, the amount of positron production induced by neutrons obtained using Gd and Sm caps was estimated to
decrease to (69 ± 4)% and (54 ± 3)%, respectively, compared with the amount obtained using Cd cap. Meanwhile, Cd and Gd caps
with a thickness of 1 mm were evaluated to have almost the same burn-up lifetime. Therefore, a Cd cap is the best choice, while
a Gd cap, which has a higher melting point, could be an alternative if the structure of the positron source makes effective cooling
difficult.
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1. Introduction

Positrons are useful to detect vacancy-type defects in thin
films and near the surface of materials with high sensitiv-
ity [1, 2, 3, 4]. An intense slow positron beam enables the use
of positrons in advanced measurement techniques beyond con-
ventional positron annihilation measurements, such as scanning
positron microscopy [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and total reflection high-
energy positron diffraction [10, 11, 12]. Therefore, the opera-
tion and/or the new construction of intense slow positron beam
facilities using nuclear reactors as a positron source are being
promoted in many countries [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24]. Experimental and simulation studies on positron
moderation for a reactor-based positron source were also con-
ducted [16, 25]. In reactor-based slow positron beamlines, a
neutron–photon converter made of cadmium (Cd) is commonly
used to improve the intensity of gamma-ray photons required
for the positron pair production [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21]. A reactor-based positron source containing a neutron–
photon converter is exposed to an intense nuclear heating envi-
ronment. As Cd has a relatively low melting point (321◦C), the
positron source must be designed with sufficient consideration
for its cooling [26].

Besides Cd, gadolinium (Gd) and samarium (Sm) are can-
didate materials with a large thermal neutron capture cross-
section and prompt gamma-ray photon emission [27]. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the thermal neutron radiative capture cross-
sections and natural abundance ratios for each nuclide [28]. The
gamma-ray intensity at a reactor-based positron source is im-
proved through the 113Cd(n,γ)114Cd reaction, but it will also
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Table 1: Thermal neutron radiative capture cross-sections and natural abun-
dances for each nuclide.

Nuclide Cross-section (b) Natural abundance (%)
113Cd 20,600 12.22
157Gd 254,000 15.65
155Gd 60,900 14.80
149Sm 40,140 13.82

be improved through 157Gd(n,γ)158Gd, 155Gd(n,γ)156Gd, and
149Sm(n,γ)150Sm reactions. Gd and Sm have melting points
of 1312◦C and 1072◦C, respectively; thus, unlike Cd, there
is no need to be concerned about melting. In this study, tak-
ing the slow positron beamline at the Kyoto University Re-
search Reactor (KUR) as an example, changes in the amount
of positron pair production when using Gd or Sm instead of Cd
as the neutron–photon conversion material were calculated us-
ing Monte Carlo simulations, especially focusing on the change
in the amount of positron production induced by neutrons emit-
ted from a reactor core. In addition, the burn-up lifetimes of Cd,
Gd, and Sm converters used as neutron–photon conversion ma-
terials at the KUR positron source were evaluated. Evaluation
results found that using Cd is the best choice when the amount
of positron pair production is the primary consideration; how-
ever, Gd can be a useful alternative in some situations.

2. Simulation method

Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of the KUR slow positron
beamline. The KUR is a light water-moderated tank-type re-
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the KUR slow positron beamline. Positrons are produced at the end of a vacuum duct that extends close to the reactor core. Positrons
moderated at the positron source are guided by a magnetic field and transported to the sample position as a slow positron beam. The rectangular frame at the upper
left of the panel shows a magnified view of the positron source at the end of the vacuum duct. W disk and W-strip assemblies are installed as a photon–positron
converter and positron moderator, respectively. A Cd cap surrounds the W disk to use neutron capture-induced prompt gamma-ray photons as well as fission
gamma-ray photons for positron pair production. The inner sleeve is inserted to protect the outer sleeve, which is part of the reactor, from severe earthquakes.

actor; the reactor core consisting of fuel elements is cooled by
light water. The KUR has a maximum thermal power of 5 MW
and is available in 1-MW or 5-MW operation modes, but, most
of the time, it is operated at 1 MW. At the experimental hole
for a slow positron beam, the vacuum duct extends close to the
reactor core. The space between the vacuum duct and the in-
ner sleeve is filled with air or He gas [26], whereas the space
between the inner and outer sleeves is filled with air. The out-
side of the outer sleeve is filled with reactor coolant water (light
water). At the most upstream position of the vacuum duct, a
W disk with a diameter of 46 mm and a thickness of 1 mm is
installed as a photon–positron converter. The W disk is sur-
rounded by a cylindrical Cd cap (neutron–photon converter)
with a diameter of 62 mm, length of 48 mm, and thickness
of 1 mm. The gamma-ray intensity at the positron source is
improved through a 113Cd(n,γ)114Cd reaction. By irradiating
the W disk with fission gamma-ray photons emitted from the
reactor core and neutron capture-induced prompt gamma-ray
photons emitted from the Cd cap, positrons are produced in-
side the W disk and emitted outside. According to a previous
simulation study [20], about half of the positrons produced at
the KUR positron source are attributed to fission gamma rays
emitted from the reactor core. Positrons emitted from the W
disk with high energy (∼MeV) are incident on W-strip assem-
blies installed as a positron moderator, and a small fraction is
re-emitted into the vacuum with a few eVs of energy. The re-
emitted low-energy positrons are extracted by electric bias and
guided by a 7-mT magnetic field as a slow positron beam to a

sample position. A sample is mounted in a cage that can be ap-
plied up to −30 kV, and the incident positron energy to the sam-
ple can be varied from 0.1 keV to 30 keV. A slow positron beam
with a diameter of about 10 mm and an intensity of 6.2×106 e+/s
can be obtained at the sample position during the 5-MW KUR
operation. Details regarding the KUR slow positron beamline
have been described in other studies [20, 26, 29, 30].

In this study, the amount of positron production was calcu-
lated using the particle and heavy ion transport code system
(PHITS), a radiation behavior simulation code based on the
Monte Carlo technique [31]. Fig. 2 shows a cross-sectional
view of the simulation model prepared in this study. The co-
ordinate space of the model is set with the beam axis as the
z-axis. The center of the upstream end of the Cd cap is the ori-
gin of the coordinate space. The z-direction is defined as the
region of −13.3 cm ≤ z ≤ 60 cm, and both x- and y-directions
are defined as the region from −60 cm to 60 cm. In the sim-
ulation model, the outer sleeve, inner sleeve, solenoid coils,
vacuum duct (made by Al), Cd cap, and W disk are placed
in the same way as the actual beamline geometry. The space
between the vacuum duct and outer sleeve is filled with air,
whereas the outside of the outer sleeve is filled with light wa-
ter. A planar source with a size of 51 × 61 cm2 is placed at
z = −13 cm (1.2 cm upstream from the tip of the outer sleeve)
to simulate the surface of the reactor core. From the planar
source, neutrons were emitted with an energy spectrum based
on calculations, and gamma-ray photons were emitted with
an energy spectrum based on actual measurements [20]. The
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Figure 2: Cross-sectional view of the simulation model. The outer sleeve, inner
sleeve, vacuum duct, neutron–photon converter (Cd cap), and W disk with the
same geometry as the actual positron source are prepared. The solenoid coils
wound on the outside of the vacuum duct are made of Al wires, which is the
same material as the vacuum duct and, therefore, are integrated with the vacuum
duct in the simulation model. The inside of the outer and inner sleeves is filled
with air, whereas the outside of the outer sleeve is filled with light water. A
planar source with a size of 51 × 61 cm2 is placed at 1.2 cm upstream from the
tip of the outer sleeve to simulate the reactor core surface.

fluxes of neutrons and gamma-ray photons at the planar source
were used in the calculations as 5.3×1012 neutrons/(cm2·s) and
2.4 × 1012 photons/(cm2·s), respectively, corresponding to the
fluxes at the reactor core surface in the 5-MW KUR opera-
tion. Although neutrons and fission gamma-ray photons are
emitted from the reactor core simultaneously, the simulation
evaluated the amounts of positron production separately for the
case where only neutrons are emitted from the planar source
and that where only gamma-ray photons are emitted. In each
calculation, 4 × 108 neutrons or 2 × 108 gamma-ray photons
were emitted from the planar source. Neutron transport cal-
culations were performed until the energy of neutrons became
less than 10 µeV. In contrast, transport calculations for photons,
electrons, and positrons were excluded when the energy of each
particle became less than 10 keV to reduce the calculation time.
The PHITS calculations give the number of positrons emitted
from the W disk when a single neutron or gamma-ray photon
is emitted from the planar source. Since the neutron flux and
gamma-ray flux at the reactor core surface (the planar source
in the simulation model) are 5.3 × 1012 neutrons/(cm2·s) and
2.4 × 1012 photons/(cm2·s), respectively, the planar source with
a size of 51×61 cm2 emits (51×61)×(5.3×1012) neutrons/s and
(51× 61)× (2.4× 1012) photons/s, respectively. By multiplying
these values by the number of positrons produced by a single
neutron or gamma ray photon, one can obtain the number of
positrons emitted from the W disk per unit time. The geome-
try and calculation method of the simulation is almost the same
as in the previous study [20], where more information can be
found.

Gamma-ray energy spectra incident on the W disk and the
total number of positrons emitted from the W disk into the vac-
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Figure 3: Schematic of a 1-mm-thick cap (disk part at the tip) virtually divided
into 1,000 layers.

uum when using Cd, Gd, or Sm caps were calculated and com-
pared. In the simulation, all nuclides in the caps were used in
their natural abundance with no enrichment. Among the total
number of emitted positrons, the amount of positron production
induced by fission gamma-ray photons emitted from the reactor
core was thought to be almost independent of the cap material;
therefore, the number of positrons produced by fission gamma-
ray photons was calculated using an Al cap, which is the same
material as the vacuum duct.

The burn-up lifetimes of neutron–photon converters made of
these three materials when used in the KUR positron source
were also evaluated. The lifetime of the disk part at the tip
of the cap, which is exposed to the highest neutron flux in the
whole cap, was estimated. As shown in Fig. 3, to derive the
effective burn-up thickness per unit time for an entire cap, a 1-
mm-thick cap was virtually divided into 1000 layers as shown
in Fig. 3. The average thermal neutron flux ϕ0 (cm−2s−1) at the
cap surface was assumed by the following equation:

ϕ0 = ϕ5MW ×
1.5
5
, (1)

where ϕ5MW (cm−2s−1) is the thermal neutron flux at the reactor
core surface in the 5-MW KUR operation (5.3× 1012 cm−2s−1),
and 1.5 means the KUR’s average thermal power (1.5 MW).
This ϕ0 is probably an overestimated value as a thermal neutron
flux at the surface of the cylindrical-shaped cap, but it was used
from the viewpoint of obtaining a short estimate of the burn-
up lifetime of the cap. The thermal neutron flux ϕi (cm−2s−1)
in the i-th layer shown in Fig. 3 was defined by the following
equation:

ϕi = ϕ0 exp
[
−σN(i − 1)t

]
, (2)

where σ (barn) represents the thermal neutron capture cross-
section of each nuclide (Table 1), N (cm−3) represents the nu-
clear density of each nuclide, and t (cm) represents the thick-
ness of each layer (1×10−4 cm). The nuclear densities of 113Cd,
157Gd, 155Gd, and 149Sm are 6.5 × 1021 cm−3, 4.6 × 1021 cm−3,
4.4 × 1021 cm−3, and 4.1 × 1021 cm−3, respectively. From the
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Figure 4: Energy spectra of gamma-ray photons incident on the W disk in
the case of using the Cd, Gd, or Sm cap when both neutrons and gamma-ray
photons are emitted from the planar source (solid lines). The hatched area
corresponds to the energy spectrum of gamma-ray photons incident on the W
disk when only gamma-ray photons are emitted from the planar source, which
is a common spectrum, regardless of the cap material. The pair production
cross-section for gamma-ray photons in W, drawn on the basis of the NIST
database [32], is indicated by the dashed line.

above, the burn-up per unit time in the i-th layer in the initial
burning stage can be obtained by the following equation:

ϕiσNt
Nt

= ϕiσ. (3)

Therefore, the effective burn-up thickness of each layer per unit
time is given by ϕiσt, and the effective burn-up thickness of the
entire cap per unit time teff is given by

teff =
1000∑
i=1

ϕiσt. (4)

Using the effective burn-up rates, the required time for the effec-
tive thickness of each cap to reach the minimum thickness nec-
essary to maintain its initial performance as a neutron–photon
converter was evaluated. The minimum thickness required to
maintain the initial performance was defined as the thickness
required to capture 99% of thermal neutrons.

3. Results

Fig. 4 shows the calculated energy spectra of the gamma-
ray photons incident on the W disk when both neutrons and
gamma-ray photons are emitted from the planar source. The
hatched area at the bottom is the energy spectra of gamma-ray
photons incident on the W disk when only gamma-ray photons
are emitted from the planar source. The hatched baseline is
common to the three types of caps. The amounts of photons
added to the baseline correspond to the spectra of gamma-ray
photons incident on the W disk when only neutrons are emitted
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Figure 5: Number of positrons emitted from the W disk into a vacuum per unit
time when both neutrons and gamma-ray photons were emitted from the planar
source. The upper, middle, and lower panels show the cases using the Cd, Gd,
and Sm caps, respectively. “Neutrons”, “Photons”, and the values under each
label represent the numbers of positrons attributed to neutron capture-induced
prompt gamma-ray photons and fission gamma-ray photons, respectively. The
total number of emitted positrons in the cases using each cap is also indicated
in the upper left corner of each panel.

from the planar source. The pair production cross-section in
W drawn on the basis of the NIST database [32] is indicated by
the dashed line in Fig. 4. In the high-energy region of 3–7 MeV,
where the pair production cross-section is large, the gamma-ray
intensity is different depending on the cap material. In the high-
energy region, the number of gamma-ray photons per unit time
incident on the W disk decreases in the order of Cd, Gd, and Sm
caps. However, regardless of the cap material, a sharp peak is
observed at 2.2 MeV. The integral values of the product of the
intensity of gamma-ray photons and the pair production cross-
section for respective energies are summarized in Table 2.

Fig. 5 shows the calculated results of the number of positrons
emitted from the W disk per unit time for each cap. The hatched
area at the bottom of each panel is the number of positrons
emitted from the W disk when only gamma-ray photons are
emitted from the planar source. The area above the hatched
area corresponds to the number of positrons emitted from the
W disk only when neutrons are emitted from the planar source.
The number of positrons emitted from the W disk per unit time
when only neutrons are emitted from the planar source is esti-
mated to be (5.3 ± 0.2) × 1011 e+/s, (3.6 ± 0.1) × 1011 e+/s, and
(2.8 ± 0.1) × 1011 e+/s with the Cd, Gd, and Sm caps, respec-
tively. The number of positrons emitted from the W disk per
unit time decreases in the order of Cd, Gd, and Sm caps. In the
upper left of each panel in Fig. 5, the total number of positrons
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Table 2: Integral values of the product of the intensity of gamma-ray photons and the pair production cross-section for respective energies. The terms “n+γ total”
and “n only” refer to the case where both fission gamma-ray photons and neutron-induced gamma-ray photons are incident on the W disk, and the case where only
neutron-induced gamma-ray photons are incident on the W disk, respectively. The ratio of each integral value to the value with the Cd cap is also shown on the right
side of the table.

Integral value of the product Ratio to using Cd cap
Cd cap Gd cap Sm cap Cd cap Gd cap Sm cap

n+γ total 1.92 × 1013 1.63 × 1013 1.38 × 1013 1 0.85 0.72
n only 1.22 × 1013 9.25 × 1012 6.82 × 1012 1 0.76 0.56
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Figure 6: Thermal neutron flux distributions inside the cap. On the upper axis,
the required thickness for the Cd, Sm, and Gd caps to capture 99% of the ther-
mal neutrons is indicated in red, green, and blue, respectively.

emitted from the W disk per unit time is indicated.

Fig. 6 shows the thermal neutron flux distributions inside
each cap calculated by Equation (2), i.e., the attenuation of ther-
mal neutrons inside the cap. The value of thermal neutron flux
at the cap surface (1.59×1012 cm−2s−1) was adopted on the basis
of the value of thermal neutron flux at the reactor core surface
at the KUR’s average thermal power (1.5 MW). Since the cap
is located 13 cm downstream from the surface of the core, the
adopted thermal neutron flux is a slightly more severe condi-
tion for the burn-up lifetime of the cap. Among the three caps,
the attenuation of thermal neutrons is the most gradual in the
Cd cap, which has the smallest thermal neutron capture cross-
section. In contrast, thermal neutrons attenuate most steeply in
the Gd cap, which has the largest thermal neutron capture cross-
section. The required thicknesses for the Cd, Gd, and Sm caps
to absorb 99% of thermal neutrons are 0.34, 0.03, and 0.28 mm,
respectively. The effective burn-up thicknesses per unit time∑1000

i=1 ϕiσt of each cap burned with the KUR’s average thermal
power of 1.5 MW were calculated and are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. For the three caps, the effective thickness decreased by
∼10 nm per hour.

Table 3: Effective burn-up thicknesses per unit time for each cap material
burned in the KUR positron source with an average thermal neutron flux of
1.59 × 1012 neutrons/(cm2s).

Cap material Burn-up rate (mm/h)

Cd 8.76 × 10−6

Sm 1.39 × 10−5

Gd 1.24 × 10−5

4. Discussion

As shown in Fig. 5, the total number of positrons emitted
from the W disk when using the Cd cap is (8.8±0.2)×1011 e+/s.
This value is comparable to the result of the previous study [20].
When the Cd cap is replaced with a Gd cap, the total number
of positrons decreases to (7.1 ± 0.2) × 1011 e+/s (81±3% com-
pared to the Cd cap), and when it is replaced with a Sm cap, the
total number of positrons decreases to (6.3 ± 0.2) × 1011 e+/s
(72±3% compared to the Cd cap). This decreasing tendency is
consistent with that estimated from the product of the gamma-
ray intensity incident on the W disk and the pair production
cross-section (“n+γ total” in Table 2).

Among the number of positrons emitted from the W disk
when using the Cd cap, the number of positrons produced from
the neutron-induced gamma-ray photons is (5.3±0.2)×1011 e+/s
as shown in Fig. 5. When the Cd cap is replaced by the Gd or
Sm cap, the number of positrons induced by neutrons become
(3.6 ± 0.1) × 1011 e+/s and (2.8 ± 0.1) × 1011 e+/s, which are
decreased to (69 ± 4)% and (54 ± 3)%, respectively, compared
to when the Cd cap is used. This decreasing tendency is also
consistent with that estimated from the product of the gamma-
ray photon intensity and the pair production cross-section (“n
only” in Table 2). This difference is considered to reflect the
difference in the energy spectrum of gamma-ray photons inci-
dent on the W disk, as shown in Fig. 4. The intensity of high-
energy (3–7 MeV) gamma-ray photons incident on the W disk
is the highest when using the Cd cap. As high-energy gamma-
ray photons have large pair production cross-sections, the num-
ber of emitted positrons is the highest when using the Cd cap.
The calculation results show that the total number of positrons
obtained by using Gd or Sm caps instead of a Cd cap will be
significantly reduced, especially in high neutron flux reactors.
However, if effective cooling of the neutron–photon converter
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is inevitably difficult due to the structure of the positron source,
a Gd cap may be useful despite the amount of positron pro-
duction being reduced. Meanwhile, the sharp peak observed at
2.2 MeV in Fig. 4 can be attributed to the 1H(n,γ)2H reaction in
the coolant water. The previous study [20] has visualized that
the gamma-ray intensity is improved in the coolant water even
when only neutrons are emitted from a planar source.

Then, the lifetimes of each cap as a neutron–photon con-
verter when they are burned at the KUR positron source are
considered. The required thicknesses for the Cd, Sm, and Gd
caps to capture 99% of the thermal neutrons are 0.34, 0.28,
and 0.03 mm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the
burn-up lifetimes of each cap are defined as the durations un-
til the effective burn-up thicknesses teff of the Cd, Sm, and Gd
caps with a physical thickness of 1 mm become (1− 0.34) mm,
(1 − 0.28) mm, and (1 − 0.03) mm, respectively. The effective
burn-up rates of each cap burned at the KUR’s average thermal
power are summarized in Table 3. Based on these values, the
times required for the effective burn-up thickness of the Cd, Sm,
and Gd caps to reach 0.66, 0.72, and 0.97 mm are calculated to
be 75342, 51799, and 78226 h, respectively. Assuming the an-
nual operation time of the KUR is 1000 h, the burn-up lifetimes
of the Cd, Sm, and Gd caps are 75, 52, and 78 years, respec-
tively, i.e., the three caps have sufficient burn-up lifetimes of
more than 50 years. In addition, Cd and Gd caps with a thick-
ness of 1 mm have almost the same burn-up lifetime. How-
ever, these burn-up lifetimes would be significantly shorter if
the caps are used in a higher thermal neutron flux environment.
A 3-mm-thick Cd cap enriched with 80% 113Cd is adopted in
the FRM-II positron source to extend the replacement lifetime
of the cap [18, 33].

5. Conclusion

In this study, positron production in the KUR slow positron
beamline using Gd or Sm caps instead of a Cd cap was sim-
ulated using the PHITS code. Based on the simulation re-
sults, the amounts of positron production induced by neutrons
when using Gd or Sm caps were estimated to be (69 ± 4)% and
(54± 3)% of what would be obtained with a Cd cap. Therefore,
in terms of maximizing the amount of positron production, a
Cd cap is the best choice as a neutron–photon converter. How-
ever, as Gd has a significantly higher melting point than Cd, if
effective cooling is difficult due to the structure of the positron
source, a Gd cap may be a good alternative despite the amount
of positron production being reduced. All non-enriched Cd,
Gd, and Sm caps with a 1-mm thickness have sufficient burn-
up lifetimes of more than 50 years as long as they are burned
in the KUR positron source. If they are to be used under higher
thermal neutron fluxes, an increase in cap thickness and/or en-
richment of neutron capture nuclides will be required to extend
the replacement lifetimes of these caps.
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